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Detailed numerical studies of the ablation of a single neon pellet in the plasma disruption mit-
igation parameter space have been performed. Simulations were carried out using FronTier, a
hydrodynamic and low magnetic Reynolds number MHD code with explicit tracking of material
interfaces. FronTier’s physics models resolve the pellet surface ablation and the formation of a
dense, cold cloud of ablated material, the deposition of energy from hot plasma electrons passing
through the ablation cloud, expansion of the ablation cloud along magnetic field lines and the ra-
diation losses. A local thermodynamic equilibrium model based on Saha equations has been used
to resolve atomic processes in the cloud and Redlich-Kwong corrections to the ideal gas equation of
state for cold and dense gases have been used near the pellet surface. The FronTier pellet code is the
next generation of the code described in [R. Samulyak, T. Lu, P. Parks, Nuclear Fusion, (47) 2007,
103–118]. It has been validated against the semi-analytic improved Neutral Gas Shielding model in
the 1D spherically symmetric approximation. Main results include quantification of the influence
of atomic processes and Redlich-Kwong corrections on the pellet ablation in spherically symmetric
approximation and verification of analytic scaling laws in a broad range of pellet and plasma param-
eters. Using axially symmetric MHD simulations, properties of ablation channels and the reduction
of pellet ablation rates in magnetic fields of increasing strength have been studied. While the main
emphasis has been given to neon pellets for the plasma disruption mitigation, selected results on
deuterium fueling pellets have also been presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Effective and reliable disruption mitigation is critical
for the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reac-
tor (ITER) and future burning plasma devices. The most
likely candidate for the ITER plasma disruption mitiga-
tion system (DMS) is the Shatterd Pellet Injection (SPI).
In SPI, a large pellet, composed of a frozen mixture of
neon and deuterium, is injected inside a breaker tube
causing fragmentation. The plume of pellet fragment
ablates in the plasma, radiates, and induces a thermal
quench. A prototype DMS using SPI, tested on DIII-D,
has been largely successful [1–3] and it is now critical to
develop methods to extrapolate those results to the much
higher temperatures and magnetic fields of ITER.
The ablation of cryogenic pellets and SPI fragments
in tokamaks is an intrinsic multiscale and multiphysics
phenomenon. The spatial scales of the problem range
from sub-millimeter-size (the scale of high density gradi-
ents in the ablation cloud near the pellet surface, affect-
ing the ablation rates) to multi-meter-size (the distances
traveled by the ablated material in tokamak plasma).
Tokamak codes such as M3D-C1 and NIMROD have per-
formed simulations of the tokamak plasma dynamics in
the presence of ablating impurities (jets), pellets and SPI
fragments [4–6]. Such global scale numerical simulations
cannot resolve physics processes determining pellet abla-
tion rates and employ semi-analytic models for impuri-
ties. In contract, pellet ablation models that resolve all
relevant physics processes occurring on the pellet surface
and in the ablation cloud and compute pellet ablation
rates, constrain themselves to domains of the order of 10
- 50 cm around the pellet, and use tokamak plasma pa-
rameters as input. Borrowing the terminology adopted
in electromagnetism, we call such models near-field pellet
models.
Near-field pellet ablation models have been explored
in the past in theoretical and simulation works. Previous
and on going analytical and semi-analytical studies de-
veloped an elegant and robust theory of the mechanisms
of single pellet ablation [7–9] and when supplemented
with additional physics (J × B force) provide valuable
insight for penetration studies [10]. See [11] and refer-
ences therein for the summary and other details.
During the pellet ablation, hot plasma electrons im-
pact on the pellet surface causing a rapid ablation and
the fiormaiton of a dense, cold cloud of neutral atoms
expanding isotropically. This cloud partially shields the
pellet from the incoming plasma energy flux and is the
main factor controlling the ablation rate. The pellet
material heats up, undergoes atomic processes (multi-
ple ionization / recombination for neon and dissociation
and ionization for deuterium pellets), and expands along
magnetic fields lines by J ×B forces. From [10, 12] the
magnetic Reynold’s number Rm = µ0Lvσ  1, where
L is the length scale, v is the field transverse veloc-
ity and σ is the ablation cloud transverse conductiv-
ity in the vicinity of the pellet, moreover the magnetic
β = µ0P/(B
2/2)  1 in the far field, under these cir-
cumstances the magnetic field is taken to be constant
and externally given, supporting the electrostatic MHD
approximation. The process of grad-B drift of the ablated
material across magnetic field lines [13, 14] establishes a
finite length of the cloud providing shielding to the pellet
(the shielding length).
In our work, numerical methods and algorithms for the
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2near-field pellet ablation model are implemented as mag-
netohydrodynamic extensions of the FronTier-Lite [15]
project and can be considered as the next generation of
the pellet ablation code described in [10]. FronTier-Lite
provides an application programming interface (API) for
front tracking [16], a hybrid Lagrangian-Eulerian method
in which a dynamically evolving interface (a Lagrangian
mesh) is computed on a fixed volume-filling Eulerian
mesh. Front tracking preserves and maintains sharp dis-
continuities by prohibiting taking derivatives across in-
terfaces of steep gradients. The pellet surface separating
the pellet interior from the surrounding ablated mate-
rial and the interface between the ablated material and
the ambient plasma are explicitly tracked in our model.
Tracking of the interface between the ablated material
and the ambient plasma is a significant improvement
compared to the previous model [10], in which only the
pellet surface was explicitly resolved, as it greatly im-
proves the distribution of hydrodynamic states across
the ablation cloud and eliminates the numerical diffusion
across the ablated cloud - background plasma interface.
The use of high order hyperbolic WENO solvers is an-
other improvement compared to [10]. Contrary to the
MUSCL based scheme used in [10] WENO solver does
not require solving an exact Riemann problem at each
cell interface. This facilitates the implementation of more
elaborate equation of states. The code is validated with
comparison to the 1D theoretical predictions and scaling
laws for an ideal neon cloud. The present work improves
also several physics models of [10] such as the kinetic elec-
tron heating model and the EOS and adds new models
such as radiation that was not applicable for hydrogen
pellets.
Due to the axially-symmetric approximation, the grad-
B drift of the ablated material across magnetic field lines
[17] cannot be explicitly resolved. We instead impose a
fixed shielding length of the ablation cloud obtained by
theoretical estimates. This restriction will be removed in
our forthcoming paper which will report full 3D simula-
tions of the ablation of single pellets and SPI fragments
using an adaptive Lagrangian particle code [18] devel-
oped as an extension of the Lagrangian particle hydro-
dynamic method [19].
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec.II introduces
equations governing the evolution of the ablation cloud
in the low magnetic Reynolds number MHD approxima-
tion as well as the equation of state electronic heat flux,
conductivity and radiation models. In Sec.III, we de-
scribe in more details the numerical implementation of
each component of the model. In Sec.IV we present veri-
fication of our model with semi-analytical results as well
as MHD studies in a broad range of tokamak magnetic
fields. While the main emphasis has been given to neon
pellets in the plasma disruption regime, selected results
on deuterium fueling pellets have also been presented. Fi-
nally, we conclude the paper in Sec.V with an overview
of the present work and future studies using full 3D SPI
numerical models.
II. MODEL APPROXIMATIONS AND
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
A. Equations for compressible hydrodynamics with
electromagnetic terms
Following [10], we assume low magnetic Reynold’s
number approximation for MHD processes in the ablated
pellet cloud,
δB
B
∼ Rm  1
where δB is the current induced magnetic field. A de-
tailed analysis of the field distortion near an ablating hy-
drogen pellet can be found in [20]. Downstream from the
pellet, the cloud pressure is such that β = P/(B2/2µ0)
1 and the external magnetic field is unperturbed by the
ablation flow. The magnetic field is therefore assumed
constant in time and uniform B(x, t) ≡ B. The govern-
ing system of equation simplifies as follows
∂ρ
∂t
= −∇(ρu), (1a)
ρ
(
∂
∂t
+ u · ∇
)
u = −∇P + J×B, (1b)
ρ
(
∂
∂t
+ u · ∇
)
e = −P∇ · u+ 1
σ
J2 −∇ · q, (1c)
P = P (ρ, e), (1d)
where u, ρ and e are the velocity, density and specific in-
ternal energy of the fluid, respectively, P is the pressure,
J is the current density and σ is the fluid conductivity.
The electron heat flux is represented by an external heat
source -∇.q described in detail in Section II C. In the
system eq.1 we neglect the effects of heat conduction and
viscosity. Finally, the system is closed by an equation of
state (EOS) (1d). Several EOS models will be discussed
in Section II B.
We ignore pellet motion effects, and carry out the sim-
ulations in the system of cylindrical coordinates (r, z, θ).
Since the coordinate θ is eliminated ( ∂·∂θ = 0), the flow is
constrained to axial symmetry with respect to the z-axis
passing through the pellet center. The current density is
obtained from the Ohm’s law
J = σ(−∇θ + u×B). (2)
Assuming a uniform distribution of the electric potential
due to the pellet charging (∇θ = 0) and the axial sym-
metry of the ablation flow along magnetic field lines, this
equation reduces to
Jθ = σurB. (3)
B. Equation of state
Details of transonic regimes of the ablation flow
strongly depend on the equation of state used to close
3the system of equations (1). Most of our verification re-
sults in spherically symmetric approximation (IV A 1 a)
were obtained using the ideal gas EOS model. For more
realistic MHD simulations, it is critical that the EOS
be able to capture accurately atomic and other complex
processes in the flow. In the next subsection, we briefly
describe our model based on the Redlich-Kwong equation
of state (RK EOS), which we use to probe deviations of
gas states in the cold dense region near the pellet surface
from the ideal gas state. The EOS model that resolves
atomic processes will be discussed in II B 2.
1. Redlich-Kwong equation of state
The region of the cloud closest to the pellet is formed
of dense and cold ablated material. We implemented the
Redlich-Kwong [21] equation of state (RK EOS) to better
capture this thin layer where the vapor might deviate
from the ideal gas assumption. RK EOS improves the
accuracy of the Van der Waals model by proposing a
temperature dependence for the attractive term
P =
RT
Vm − b −
a
T 1/2Vm(Vm + b)
, (4)
where Vm is the molar volume and
a =
0.42748R2T
5/2
crit
Pcrit
, (5a)
b =
0.08664RTcrit
Pcrit
, (5b)
where Tcrit = 44.5K and Pcrit = 27.6 bars.
We need to derive explicit expressions for all thermody-
namic functions for the RK EOS as they are necessary for
the numerical implementation of our EOS library. From
the second law of thermodynamic,
TdS = de+ PdVm, (6)
we have,
∂e
∂Vm
∣∣∣∣
T
= −P + T ∂S
∂Vm
∣∣∣∣
T
. (7)
Using the Maxwell relation,
∂s
∂Vm
∣∣∣∣
T
=
∂P
∂T
∣∣∣∣
Vm
, (8)
and (4), we obtain,
∂e
∂Vm
∣∣∣∣
T
= −P + T ∂P
∂T
∣∣∣∣
Vm
(9a)
= −P + RT
Vm − b +
a
2T 1/2Vm(Vm + b)
(9b)
=
3
2
a
T 1/2Vm(Vm + b)
. (9c)
Performing integration,
e = −3
2
a
bT 1/2
ln
Vm + b
Vm
+A(T ). (10)
Applying the ideal EOS limit, we find the unknown func-
tion A(T ):
A(T ) =
RT
γ − 1 . (11)
Therefore, the molar internal energy is
e =
RT
γ − 1 −
3
2
a
bT 1/2
ln
Vm + b
Vm
. (12)
Substituting (8) and (9) into the second law of thermo-
dynamics and performing integration, we find the expres-
sion for the entropy,
S =
R
γ − 1 lnT +R ln (Vm − b)
− 1
2
a
bT 3/2
ln
Vm + b
Vm
.
(13)
The Gru¨neisen gamma can be found by taking differential
of the entropy equation:
Γ = −V
T
∂T
∂V
∣∣∣∣
S
=
[
RVm
Vm − b+
1
2
a
T 3/2(Vm + b)
]
[
R
γ − 1 +
a
bT 3/2
ln
Vm + b
Vm
] . (14)
2. EOS resolving atomic processes
The fast electrons coming from the ambient plasma
slow down in the ablated material cloud and deposit en-
ergy into the gas, causing ionization and heating. This
chain of events is responsible for thermal ionization,
which usually dominates fast electron impact ionization.
The degree of ionization is very low in proximity to the
surface of the pellet (mostly neutral atoms) and it be-
comes progressively higher further downstream as the
temperature, and thus thermal ionization, steadily in-
creases. The distribution of the multiply ionized states
are found by solving a coupled set of Saha equations,
which depends only on local values of the temperature
and mass density. For high-Z pellets, multiple ionization
levels introduce energy sinks that strongly influence the
temperature and conductivity of the cloud.
Using the expression for specific internal energy from
[22] and neglecting electronic excitations, we obtain
e =
3
2
(1 + αe)
kT
mi
+
1
mi
∑
m
Qmαm, (15)
4where mi is the mass of an ion (atom), αe = ne/nt is the
degree of ionization of the gas, and αm = nm/nt is the
concentration of m-ions. αm and αe are subject to the
conservation conditions,
∑
m
nm = nt,
∑
m
αm = 1,
∑
m
mnm = ne,
∑
m
mαm = αe,
where nt, nm, ne are the number density of respectively,
all the nuclei, the mth ions and electrons. The pressure
is given by,
P = ρ(1 + αe)
kT
mi
. (16)
The system of Saha equations relating particle concen-
trations is as follows
αm+1αe
αm
=
2
nt
um+1
um
(
2pimekT
h2
)3/2
exp
(
−Im+1
kT
)
,
(17)
where h is the Planck constant and um (for m = 1, ..., Z)
are known electron partition functions. This system
together with the conservation equations of mass and
charge suffice to completely determine the particle con-
centrations αm and αe. Substituting parameters of neon,
the Saha system becomes [cgs-eV units]
αm+1αe
αm
= 6.035× 1021T
3/2
nt
exp
(−Im+1
T
)
. (18)
Since it is prohibitively expensive to solve the coupled
Saha system of equations in a time-dependent hydrody-
namic simulation, a tabular EOS was used. 2D arrays
were constructed using independent variables (ρ, e) and
(ρ, P ) incremented evenly in log10 space on a fine mesh
over the range of interest for ρ, e, P . The ionization frac-
tions were obtained by solving (18) on these meshes and
the pertinent thermodynamic quantities computed and
saved. During runtime, we access these quantities us-
ing standard libraries for table look-up and cubic spline
interpolation algorithms.
C. Electron heat flux model
The electron heat flux model is similar to the one de-
scribed in [9, 10] but has been updated for high-Z ele-
ments [23] where the normalized heat flux is given by,
q˜± = q˜+ zˆ − q˜− zˆ =⇒ −∇.q = −
(
dq˜+
dz
− dq˜−
dz
)
(19)
where ”+” (”-”) refers to right (left) going plasma elec-
trons, and −∇.q is the corresponding heat deposition
rate per unit volume. The 3-D linearized Fokker-Planck
kinetic equation is solved for the electron distribution
function f(E,µ, z) where E, µ, z are the energy, velocity
space variables and cosine pitch-angle with respect to the
magnetic field, respectively. Although slowing down and
pitch-angle scattering on a neutral target is weaker than
it is on partially ionized target, there is not a great differ-
ence between scattering by a neutral atom with atomic
number Z and the atom in a partially ionized state with
ionic charge Z∗, provided that it is only weakly ionized,
Z∗ ∼ 1 − 2. The expression for Z∗ depends weakly on
the electron energy E ≈ 2 Te∞ and is provided as tab-
ulated data for neon and hydrogen species in the code.
The numerical solution for parallel electron heat flux can
be accurately fit to a Bessel function,
q‖ = q∞ u K2(u1/2), (20a)
q˜± =
1
2
q‖
q∞
=
1
2
u± K2(u
1/2
± ), (20b)
q∞ =
(
2
pi me
)1/2
neff T
3/2
e∞ , (20c)
neff = (1− 0.001A) e−Φ ne∞ , (20d)
A = 23.92 ln (1 + 0.2014(1 + Z∗)) . (20e)
Here q∞ is the half-space incident Maxwellian heat flux,
A is the surface albedo (reflectivity) due to collisional
backscattering, e−Φ is the decrease due to electrostatic
shielding, Kn is the modified Bessel function of order n
and,
u± =
τ±
τeff
, (21a)
τ+ =
z∫
−∞
ne(z
′, r)dz′, τ− =
∞∫
z
ne(z
′, r)dz′, (21b)
τeff =
τ∞
0.625 + 0.55
√
1 + Z∗
, (21c)
where ne = Z nt = ρ Z / m, with nt and ρ the total
number density of nuclei and mass density respectively
of the fluid and m the mass of the atom. Here τ± are
the density integrals of the (bound) ablation electrons
and τeff is an effective energy flux attenuation thickness
of the hot, streaming electrons due to slowing down and
pitch-angle scattering.
The Bessel function form is the analytical solution
when the pitch-angle scattering term is neglected (an ex-
plicit derivation of this claim is provided in the appendix
of [9]), in which case,
τeff → τ∞ =
T 2e∞
8 pi e4 ln Λ
and ln Λ = ln
[√
e
2
E
I
]
(22)
is the Bethe stopping power logarithm pertaining to in-
elastic scattering of fast electrons of atomic (bound) elec-
tron in the neutral gas layer, where e is the Napier con-
stant, I is the mean excitation energy for neutral atoms
5required for computing the energy loss of fast electrons
passing through matter. The analysis is restricted to
the standard Bethe regime E > I, which corresponds
to Te∞ > I/2 and the Coulomb logarithm is evaluated
at E ≈ Te∞ since that is the average energy per particle
transported into the cloud/pellet system from a distribu-
tion of semi-isotropic incident Maxwellian electrons. Us-
ing values recommended by [24], ID2 = 19.2 eV, Z = 1,
INe = 135.5 eV, Z = 10, IAr = 188 eV, Z = 18. For par-
tially ionized atoms, the corresponding I-values are larger
and increase monotonically with ionic charge state. How-
ever, the dense, cold region near the pellet, which pro-
vides most of the shielding, is typically composed of a
mix of neutral atoms and predominately singly charged
ions, and the latter have only modestly (∼ 30%) larger I-
values than neutral-atom ones [25]. In the current work
the small difference is discarded since atomic processes
are of minor importance to the ablation rate. An analo-
gous Coulomb logarithm ln Λ′ arises from multiple small-
angle elastic scattering collisions between fast electrons
and the shielded atomic nucleus. For keV electrons, the
use of the Thomas-Fermi atomic field model indicates
that ln Λ′ < ln Λ for all atomic number Z. For conve-
nience, the model discounts the difference between the
two Coulomb logarithms by using the same formula in
both energy loss and elastic scattering processes.
Finally the heat source −∇.q from the energy deposi-
tion by hot, long mean-free path electrons streaming into
the ablation cloud along the magnetic field lines is given
by,
−∇.q = q∞Znt(r, z)lnΛ
τeff
[g(u+) + g(u−)] , (23)
and the heat deposition on the surface is given as,
q± = q∞
1
2
u±K2(
√
u±). (24)
D. Conductivity and radiation
The conductivity model for hydrogenic species has
been derived in [10]. For high-Z impurities the conduc-
tivity model was derived in [26] and we review it here.
Observing that LTE conditions must prevail in the abla-
tant cloud, the Saha system of equations can be used to
determine each partial ionization fraction and then the
local average ionization level defined by,
Z =
Z∑
j=0
Zj nj
Z∑
j=0
nj
=
ne
nt
(25)
where Zj is the charge state of ion with density nj and
ne (nt) is the number density of free electrons (nuclei).
Evaluating the conductivity for the ablation of high-Z im-
purities requires a slightly different average charge state
sum,
Zeff =
∑
j
Z2j nj
Z∑
j=0
Zj nj
, (26)
where Zeff ≈ Z. Using the sum rule the conductivity is,
σ =
ne ei
me (νei + νen)
, (27)
where νei is the electron-ion momentum exchange colli-
sion frequency and νen is the electron-neutral momentum
exchange collision frequency. After evaluating νei and
νen, the conductivity transverse to the magnetic field is
given by [eV-cgs]
σ =
9.7× 103 T 32e∞
Zeff ln Λ + 0.000443 T 2.245e∞
n0
ne
. (28)
In the absence of neutrals, (28) reduces to the Spitzer
transverse conductivity,
σSpitzer =
9.7× 103 T 3/2e∞
Z ln Λ
, (29)
where Z is the charge state.
To account for radiation losses in the neon ablation
clouds, we use a non-LTE radiation model in the thin
optical limit approximation. The numerical algorithm
uses tabulated emissivity table precomputed with the
CRETIN code [27].
E. Surface ablation model
One detail of our pellet model remains to be explored
and it is that of the physics of the phase transition at
the pellet surface. After injection in the reactor plasma,
the pellet is subjected to a pre-heating period in the
sub-microsecond range that ends when its outer layers
reach values close to the sublimation energy (Ne = 0.02
eV, H = 0.005 eV for neon and hydrogen respectively).
From this moment forward the ablation phase begins.
Atomic or molecular layers are continuously removed
from the pellet providing the source of the expanding
cloud. The authors of [28] give a qualitatively simple
picture of the processes at the surface: by the time the
energetic plasma electrons reach the surface of the pellet
most of their energy has been degraded into thermal en-
ergy in the cloud, which drives the cloud expansion and
outward flow. As a result they have an effective penetra-
tion range in the pellet of the order of the micrometer or
less. A thin layer underneath the surface conducts the
heat into the pellet and also back to the surface. The
heat conducted into the pellet has been shown [28] to
be negligible compared to that conducted to the surface.
Because the energy required to vaporize the outer pellet
6layer is several orders of magnitude smaller compared to
the first ionization potential, only a small fraction of the
atoms leave the surface ionized (< 0.1). Therefore, all
the energy striking the pellet can be assumed to sustain
the sublimation, this process does not raise the temper-
ature of the pellet and the vapor layer around the pellet
consists only of neutral atoms and/or molecules.
The system of differential equations 1 governing the
ablation requires three boundary conditions at the pellet
surface, which are determined by considering,
· the transition from solid to vapor,
· the energy balance across the solid/vapor transition
layer,
· the change in flow states along the backward char-
acteristic originating from the Riemann problem at
the pellet surface (the flow of vaporized material is
subsonic) .
The discussion above justifies using constant temper-
ature for vapor at the pellet surface. The dense and
cold vapor near the surface is described by the Redlich-
Kwong EOS discussed in Section II B 1. We will show
in Section IV A 1 b that the deviation from the ideal gas
EOS causes negligibly small changes in the pellet abla-
tion process. This we assume that the vapor temperature
near the pellet surface is
Tvapor = 1.75 Tcriticial , (30)
which for a neon pellet is Tvapor = 78 K and Tvapor = 67 K
for a deuterium pellet, as it assures the ideal gas behavior
over a wide range of pressure (0−200 bars) typical of the
surface pressure Pvapor.
The energy balance across the solid/gas transition
layer is given by,
q± =
ρpelletupellet
Ma
+ Tvapor∫
Tpellet
Cp(T )dT
 (31)
=
ρvaporuvapor
Ma
− Tpellet∫
0
Cpelletp (T )dT + C
vapor
p Tvapor
 ,
(32)
where ρpellet upellet is the mass flux of the eroded pellet
material with upellet the surface recession speed. The
second equality comes about because upellet  uvapor =⇒
ρpellet upellet = ρvapor (uvapor − upellet) = ρvapor uvapor.
Tpellet is the temperature of the cryogenic solid pellet,
Tvapor is the temperature of the vaporized material to
satisfy (30) and Cvaporp is the heat capacity of ideal gas
at constant pressure ((5/2)R for Ne and (7/2)R for D2,
with R = 8.31446 J/K mol). The cohesive energy of solid
 is the latent heat of sublimation (1902 J/mol for Ne and
1243 J/mol for D2), the energy that must be supplied to
convert the atoms of the solid into well separated neutral
atoms at rest. The last undefined term, Cpelletp (T ) is the
specific heat at constant pressure of the solid pellet and
used to compute the energy of formation of the cryogenic
pellet,
Tpellet∫
0
Cpelletp (T ) dT =
{
118.7 J/mol, for Ne,
15.60 J/mol, for D2,
(33)
Finally, to extract the last boundary condition we reuse
a derivation proposed in [10]. Since the flow at the pellet
is subsonic, the structure of the Riemann problem con-
tains a backward characteristic connecting the vapor to
the surface of the solid pellet. Furthermore, noting that
the gas is mostly neutrals and very close to ideal at the
surface we can write down the characteristic equation,
duN
dΛ−
− 1
ρc
dP
dΛ−
− αN0
r
cuN = Γ
dq±
dz
(34)
with the characteristic derivative,
d
dΛ−
=
∂
∂t
+ (uN − c) ∂
∂N
(35)
and c is the sound speed, Γ is the Gruneisen coeffecient,
N is the normal direction to the surface and α is 0, 1, or
2 for rectangular, cylindrical or spherical geometry.These
three boundary conditions are sufficient to accurately de-
scribe the phase transition process.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
MHD processes in the pellet ablation cloud are ap-
proximated by the low magnetic Reynolds number MHD
equations. The boundary between plasma and cloud can
be approximated as sharp and is explicitly tracked dur-
ing the simulation. The interface is represented as a co-
dimension one Lagrangian mesh moving on an Eulerian
mesh and we use a front tracking method for the dynamic
motion and topological changes of that interface. Front
tracking is implemented in our code using the FronTier-
Lite API [15, 29, 30] which implements front tracking for
inviscid flows and provide robust facilities for interfacing
with the front geometry. In this framework, the front is
represented (in 2D) by a piecewise linear curve moving
according to the contact discontinuity that it represents
while the flow fields are solved on the fixed-in-time spa-
tial grid (Eulerian) representing the bulk fluid.
Tracking the cloud/plasma interface explicitly keeps
the boundary between the two media sharp and removes
interfacial numerical diffusion by forbidding taking finite
differences across thin, steep gradient regions. Following
[31], we neglect the weak diamagnetic current layer at the
cloud boundary and associated jump in magnetic field
pressure, leading us to formulate a contact discontinuity
boundary condition at the interface,
Pboundary = P∞. (36)
7The ablated material is supported by the background
plasma P∞. One of the benefits to adopting front track-
ing for the cloud boundary is that it enables us to solve
the governing equations only in the region of interest,
that is only for the ablated material. The coupling be-
tween the background plasma and the ablation cloud is
done only through the boundary conditions described
above. The advantage of this approach is twofold: it
speeds up our simulations, since only grid cells hit by
the ablated material are updated at each time step, ef-
fectively disregarding grid cells lying currently outside
of the cloud; it removes any unphysical states bound to
arise were we trying to solve the same set of equations for
both the cloud and background plasma over the whole of
the computational domain.
The propagation of this interface is done at the begin-
ning of every time step by computing the time updated
states and position of the front points using a direction-
naly split method. A sequence of generalized Riemann
problems are solved for the flow equations projected onto
the directions normal and tangential to the front at the
point being propagated. The implementation of this Rie-
mann solver and subsequent algorithms for the untan-
gling and redistribution of the interface are described in
details in [30] and references therein.
The bulk fluid states are then updated on the rectan-
gular grid according to the system of MHD equations us-
ing operator splitting. The updated positions and states
of the interface points found during the front propaga-
tion routines above establish the region and boundary
conditions in which to solve the system. The hyperbolic
conservation equations eq.1 are solved using a fifth or-
der WENO spatial discretization in spherical (1D) and
axysimmetric (2D) coordinates [32, 33] combined with
explicit fourth order Runge-Kutta time stepping scheme.
Spatial discretization is based on the integral form of the
equations so that the physical variables are expected to
be conserved. In semi-discrete form the Euler’s system
becomes,
dρi
dt
= −
rα
i+ 12
(ρu)i+ 12 − rαi− 12 (ρu)i− 12
∆Vi
, (37a)
d(ρu)i
dt
= −
rα
i+ 12
(ρu2 + P )i+ 12 − rαi− 12 (ρu
2 + P )i− 12
∆Vi
+ S(ri),
(37b)
dEi
dt
= −
rα
i+ 12
((E + P )u)i+ 12 − rαi− 12 ((E + P )u)i− 12
∆Vi
,
(37c)
where α = 2 if the flow exhibits spherical symmetry
around the origin, α = 1 for cylindrical symmetry around
the z-axis, 0 otherwise, and
∆Vi =
1
1 + α
(rα+1
i+ 12
− rα+1
i− 12
), (38)
and
S(ri) =
(rαP )i+ 12 − (rαP )i− 12
∆Vi
−
Pi+ 12 − Pi− 12
∆r
. (39)
The conserved variables to be evolved are the cell cen-
tered values for the finite difference WENO. We use a
local Lax-Friedrich splitting and characteristic decompo-
sition to approximate the cell-edge fluxes. The geometric
source terms evaluated at the cell interface are interpo-
lated with the same WENO weights.
The electromagnetic terms are found, in the general
case, by solving the Poisson equation for the electric po-
tential. Since we do not resolve the electric potential
distribution in the ablation channel, the current density
J is readily available from the radial velocity ur and the
magnetic fieldB. The heat deposition−∇.q, obtained by
integrating the fluid states along the field lines, is added
to the internal energy and changes the temperature of
fluid states and therefore the conductivity. Finally, the
Lorentz force is accounted for by direct integration of the
momentum equation.
Our front tracking API being conceptually physics free
allows for the implementation of somewhat sophisticated
equations of states and their coupling to the spatial dis-
cretization schemes. An approximate Riemann solver fol-
lowing the ideas in [34] has been designed to solve the Eu-
ler’s equations with a general convex equation of state.
For an ideal gas, the pressure is given by
P = (γ − 1)ρe, (40)
where γ is the constant ratio of specific heats. To mimic
the ideal case, for a general equation of state of the form
P = P (ρ, e) a new dependent variable γ = γ(ρ, e) is
introduced so that,
P = (γ(ρ, e)− 1)ρe. (41)
Roe averaging is then used to evaluate the left and
right eigenvectors. In particular, it should be noted
that contrary to the ideal case, e − ρPρPe 6= 0 in general
and must be adequately approximated in the eigenvector[
1, u, v, w, u
2+v2+w2
2 + e− ρPρPe
]
.
IV. RESULTS
The problem of pellet ablating in a hot plasma was
studied in the 1D spherically symmetric and 2D axisym-
metric geometries. Following the terminology of [10],
simulations where the J × B force is ignored/included
are termed hydrodynamic/MHD. The 1D hydrodynamic
model is primarily used for benchmark purposes and code
verification against an updated transonic flow model [35]
which uses a kinetic solution of the electron distribu-
tion function to obtain the heat flux moment for inci-
dent Maxwellian electrons and for all light element pel-
lets. The 2D axisymmetric hydrodynamic model stud-
ies the effect of anisotropic heating along the magnetic
8field lines. It is used for comparison with the 1D model
and serves as a benchmark for the full 2D axisymmetric
MHD model. In the subsequent sections, we present re-
sults for the ablation of a single neon pellet with radius
rp varying between 1 mm and 7 mm, plasma electron
temperature Te∞ between 1 keV and 8 keV, and plasma
number density ne∞ between 1014 1/cc and 4 × 1014
cc−1, subject to reductions due to the processes described
below. Plasma electrons penetrating through the ab-
lation cloud experience slowing down due to inelastic
scattering and Coulomb scattering. Both processes re-
sult in a small fraction of the incident flux being re-
flected at the surface due to back-scattering. It was
also remarked in [9] that incident flux of plasma elec-
trons is partially screened due to electrostatic shielding.
Collisional backscattering and electrostatic effectively re-
duce the incident plasma electrons density from ne∞ to
neff = (1 − 0.001A)e(−eφ/Te∞)ne∞ where A is the re-
flectivity in percent (surface albedo) of the incident flux
and the exponential term accounts for the electrostatic
shielding where φ is the potential drop across the cold
cloud/hot background plasma interface.
A. Ablation studies with hydrodynamic models
1. Spherically symmetric approximation
a. Ideal gas case
In the first numerical experiment, verification studies
have been performed by benchmarking our code with the
updated spherically symmetric transonic flow model [35]
that improves approximations of the Neutral Gas Shield-
ing (NGS) model [7] and have confirmed predictions for
the ideal steady-state ablation flow over a wide range of
pellet sizes and plasma conditions. The results and com-
parisons with the theory are compiled in the following
tables and were obtained with plasma density (in 1/cc)
ne∞ = 1014 =⇒ neff = 1.205 × 1013 and indicated val-
ues of plasma temperature Te∞ and pellet radius rp. The
starred quntities are values at the Mach radius r∗ where
the Mach number is unity. We provide comparison val-
ues for the ablation rate G (g/s), the ratio of the pellet
radius to Mach radius rp/r
∗ and the ratio of surface pres-
sure to the pressure at the Mach radius Psurface/P
∗ in ta-
bles I, II, III, IV. These simulations have been performed
for a neon pellet (Z = 10, γ = 5/3), in a computa-
tional domain extending from 0 to 16 cm with the pellet
center at the origin r = 0 and with the grid resolution
∆r = 0.005 cm. The results presented in the tables are
obtained after verifying that the mesh convergence was
reached.
Because the flow is transonic, it is convenient to nor-
malize the flow state variables with their values at the
sonic radius for comparison with the improved NGS.
Data in the tables demonstrate a good agreement the
NGS scaling law. For fixed plasma parameters, the sonic
radius increases with the pellet radius. Conversely, for
fixed pellet radius the position of the sonic radius be-
comes closer to the pellet surface as the plasma temper-
ature is increased, similar to figure 2 of [7] for hydrogen
pellets. However, the dependence of r∗ on Te∞ is very
weak. The temperature at the sonic radius increases with
the pellet radius and decreases with the plasma electron
temperature Te∞ . The ratio of the pressure at the pellet
surface over the sonic pressure is also weakly dependent
on Te∞, namely Psurface/P ∗ decreases as Te∞ increases.
This ratio increases with pellet radius. In table IV, we
recorded errors in % between theory and simulations for
varying pellet and plasma parameters. We see that for
the spherically symmetric approximation, the pellet code
agrees to less than 1% with the NGS model prediction
for almost all cases. We also remark that the code con-
sistently underestimates G for all radii rp and plasma
temperatures Te∞ bar rp = 1 mm. The largest error is
also consistently recorded for rp = 2 mm.
The error in G grows as the pellet size decreases and
the plasma temperature increases. The trend to notice is
that the code overestimates the ablation rate as the inten-
sity of the electron heat flux reaching the pellet increases.
The heat flux at the pellet can increase due to a combina-
tion of less shielding from the cold layer around the pellet
and/or higher unattenuated heat flux q∞. In particular,
most of the shielding is provided by a thin layer around
the pellet and since smaller pellets eject less material as
they ablate, this region thickness decreases as the pellet
size decreases, resulting in lower shielding. If this region
is not properly resolved, the heat flux will not be prop-
erly attenuated before hitting the pellet. Improving the
radial grid resolution allows the steep density gradient
region near the pellet to be better resolved, and in turn
provides the predicted shielding sufficient to attenuate
the heat flux.
FIG. 1: Mass density profiles for pellet radius rp = 2 mm (red) and
rp = 7 mm and plasma parameters Te∞ = 2 keV,
ne∞ = 10
14 cm−3.
9rp (mm) G (g/s) rp/r
∗ T∗ (eV) Psurface/P∗
1 25.60 0.3343 3.920 6.531
2 64.53 0.3352 6.228 6.560
5 220.9 0.3322 11.57 6.577
7 347.3 0.3305 14.74 6.618
(a) FronTier code
rp (mm) G (g/s) rp/r
∗ T∗ (eV) Psurface/P∗
1 25.52 0.3366 3.897 6.534
2 64.93 0.3343 6.214 6.553
5 222.2 0.3322 11.493 6.568
7 348.8 0.3317 14.40 6.571
(b) Parks improved NGS model
TABLE I: Benchmarking the ideal ablated flow characteristics for ne∞ = 1014 1/cc, Te∞ = 2keV and varying pellet radius rp in the spherically
symmetric approximation.
rp (mm) G (g/s) rp/r
∗ T∗ (eV) Psurface/P∗
1 117.0 0.3350 3.374 6.521
2 295.4 0.3357 5.352 6.546
5 1013 0.3327 10.00 6.574
7 1591 0.3313 12.63 6.578
(a) FronTier code
rp (mm) G (g/s) rp/r
∗ T∗ (eV) Psurface/P∗
1 116.8 0.3375 3.345 6.526
2 297.5 0.3350 5.335 6.5474
5 1019 0.3326 9.872 6.565
7 1600 0.3320 12.37 6.569
(b) Parks improved NGS model
TABLE II: Benchmarking the ideal ablated flow characteristics for ne∞ = 1014 1/cc, Te∞ = 5 keV and varying pellet radius rp in the
spherically symmetric approximation.
b. Redlich-Kwong EOS
Deviation from the ideal gas model is reflected in the
equation of state P = ZρRT where Z is a function of
density and temperature ( Z = 1 for an ideal gas). Typ-
ically the vapor state near the pellet has compressibility
Z(ρ, T ) < 1 where
Z(ρ, T ) =
1
1− 0.08664Z−1c ρ/ρc
− 0.42748
(
Tc
T
)1.5
1
Zc
ρ
ρc
(
1
1 + 0.08664Z−1c ρ/ρc
)
,
with Zc = 0.31192 and ρc = 0.484 g/cc. Therefore the
vapor density exceeds the ideal gas density for the same
pressure and temperature.
Te∞ = 2 keV Te∞ = 5 keV Te∞ = 8 keV
rp = 1 mm 0.9794 0.9991 1.057
rp = 7 mm 0.9689 0.9768 0.9971
TABLE V: Compressibility factor at the pellet surface.
In table V, the compressibility factor at the pellet sur-
face are computed. The compressibility factor is usually
less than 1. The only exception is for Te∞ = 8 keV and
rp = 1 mm where the surface pressure exceeds 400 bars
(417 bars) resulting in Z > 1. In table VI, the abla-
tion rates obtained using the ideal and real gas EOS are
recorded and compared. Using a real gas EOS improves
the shielding and lowers the ablation rate except when
Z > 1. The difference in ablation rate is negligible and
we conclude that real gas effects have no influence on
the ablation rate and pellet life time and is not used for
the reminder of this paper. The flow states in the cloud
are also negligibly affected by the change in equation of
state.q
c. Saha EOS
In this Section, we study the influence of atomic pro-
cesses such as multiple ionization of neon and dissociation
and ionization of deuterium on the pellet ablation. The
degree of ionization is very low in proximity to the surface
of the pellet (mostly neutral atoms) and it becomes pro-
gressively higher further downstream as the temperature,
and thus thermal ionization, steadily increases as is seen
in figure 3 for neon (Z=10). We use the term average ion-
ization level interchangeably for the electron fraction in
the cloud ne/nt. For high-Z pellets, multiple ionization
levels introduce energy sinks that influence strongly the
temperature and in turn the conductivity of the cloud.
We report in this subsection 1D spherically symmetric
results when atomic processes are allowed in the abla-
tion cloud and compare the ablation rate and flow states
with the ideal gas case.
In figure 3 the dependence of the ionization level
on the plasma parameter is displayed. The ionization
level grows with plasma density ne∞ but decreases with
plasma temperature Te∞. From the NGS scaling laws,
the mass flow follows the plasma electron density trend,
scaling with n
1/3
e∞ , but is more sensitive to the temper-
ature, scaling with T 1.64e∞ . As both of these parameters
increase, the ablation rate G and cloud temperature in-
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rp (mm) G (g/s) rp/r
∗ T∗ (eV) Psurface/P∗
1 256.7 0.3378 3.066 6.510
2 649.4 0.3372 4.885 6.550
5 2232 0.3336 9.135 6.573
7 3512 0.3318 11.56 6.582
(a) FronTier code
rp (mm) G (g/s) rp/r
∗ T∗ (eV) Psurface/P∗
1 257.7 0.3381 3.055 6.520
2 656.8 0.3354 4.875 6.544
5 2251 0.3329 9.024 6.563
7 3535 0.3323 11.31 6.567
(b) Parks improved NGS model
TABLE III: Benchmarking the ideal ablated flow characteristics for ne∞ = 1014 1/cc, Te∞ = 8 keV and varying pellet radius rp in the
spherically symmetric approximation.
rp (mm) Theory FronTier error (%)
1 25.52 25.60 +0.296
2 64.93 64.53 -0.615
5 222.2 220.9 -0.588
7 348.8 347.3 -0.434
(a) Te∞ = 2keV
rp (mm) Theory FronTier error (%)
1 116.8 117 +0.158
2 297.5 295.4 -0.695
5 1019 1013 -0.589
7 1600 1591 -0.567
(b) Te∞ = 5 keV
rp (mm) Theory FronTier error (%)
1 257.7 256.7 -0.402
2 656.8 649.4 -1.121
5 2251 2232 -0.854
7 3535 3512 -0.665
(c) Te∞ = 8 keV
TABLE IV: Error in % in the ablation rate values between theory and our code for ne∞ = 1014, Te∞ = 2, 5, 8 keV and varying pellet radius rp
in the spherically symmetric approximation.
crease. However, since G is more sensitive to an increase
in Te∞, for a fixed value of ne∞, the increase in tem-
perature in the cloud is not sufficient to overcome the
increase in G and the cloud becomes denser and more
difficult to ionize. The reverse is true for a fixed value
Te∞ and increasing ne∞.
FIG. 3: Electron fraction in the cloud for varying plasma particle
density ne∞ (in cm
−3) and plasma temperature Te∞ (in
keV) and rp = 2 mm pellet radius, in the spherically
symmetric approximation.
The trend emerging from tables VIIb, VIId, VIIf is that
for small pellets (rp < 7 mm), the relative change in the
ablation rate due to atomic processes actually increases
as the heat flux intensity grows (due to an increase in n∞
and/or Te∞). For bigger pellets, the trend is reversed and
we observe sizable reduction in the ablation rate at high
plasma densities. For a fixed plasma electron density,
the relative increase in ablation rate for small pellet is
greater at high plasma temperatures, conversely for big-
ger pellets the reduction in G is more important at low
plasma temperatures. This effect grows markedly with
the plasma density ne∞.
The radial flow states profiles (density, pressure, tem-
perature, velocity) are plotted in figures 4a, 4b, 5a, 5b
for varying pellet radii rp, plasma electron density ne∞
and temperature Te∞ . For each flow variable, the plot-
ted profiles were obtained from the ideal EOS (no atomic
processes, solid line) and LTE EOS with atomic processes
(dashed line).
For a pellet of radius rp = 1 mm, when ne∞ = 1014
cm−3 (figure 4a), the cloud states varies smoothly along
the cloud for both EOS and plasma temperatures. The
density is consistently higher in the ionized cloud. How-
ever, the energy sinks introduced by the ionization poten-
tials lower the thermal and kinetic energy, the tempera-
ture is decreased almost eight times in the ionized cloud
and the velocity reduction is close to 1.5. The differences
in these profiles increase slightly with Te∞.
In figure 4b, the plasma density is increased to ne∞ =
4 × 1014 cm−3. The degree of ionization is higher in
this case throughout the cloud compared to ne∞ = 1014
cm−3 as can be seen in figure 3. As a result, the energy
sinks become deeper and lead to the formation of a strong
shock in the flow (at r = 5.7 cm for Te∞ = 2 keV and
r = 12 cm for Te∞ = 8 keV). The shock is pushed down-
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Te∞ = 2 Te∞ = 5 Te∞ = 8
rp = 1 mm 25.60 117.0 256.7
rp = 7 mm 347.3 1591 3512
(a) Ideal EOS
Te∞ = 2 Te∞ = 5 Te∞ = 8
rp = 1 mm 25.46 (-0.55) 116.3 (-0.6) 257.8 (+0.43)
rp = 7 mm 346.2 (-0.32) 1585 (-0.38) 3500 (-0.34)
(b) Non ideal Redlich-Kwong EOS with reduction in %
TABLE VI: Comparison of ablation rates (in g/s) under the ideal and non ideal gas model (with relative change in parenthesis in %) for varying
pellet radii and plasma temperatures Te∞ (in keV). The Redlich-Kwong EOS slightly reduces the ablation rates in most cases.
FIG. 2: Temperature and mass density profiles for RK (circles) and ideal EOS (solid line) at fixed rp = 1 mm, ne∞ = 1014 and varying Te∞ = 2
keV (blue) and Te∞ = 5 keV (orange).
Te∞ = 2 Te∞ = 5 Te∞ = 8
rp = 1 mm 25.60 117.0 256.7
rp = 2 mm 64.53 295.4 649.4
rp = 7 mm 347.3 1591 3512
(a) Ideal EOS (ne∞ = 1014)
Te∞ = 2 Te∞ = 5 Te∞ = 8
rp = 1 mm 25.83 (+0.9) 118.3 (+1.1) 271.5 (+5.8)
rp = 2 mm 65.58 (+1.6) 301 (+1.9) 680.9 (+4.8)
rp = 7 mm 338.3 (-2.7) 1606 (+0.94) 3603 (+2.6)
(b) Saha EOS, difference compared to ideal case in % ( ne∞ = 1014)
Te∞ = 2 Te∞ = 5 Te∞ = 8
rp = 1 mm 32.57 148.9 328.5
rp = 2 mm 81.71 374.3 826.3
rp = 7 mm 438.4 2011 4445
(c) Ideal EOS (ne∞ = 2× 1014)
Te∞ = 2 Te∞ = 5 Te∞ = 8
rp = 1 mm 33.19 (+1.9) 155.4 (+4.4) 350.1 (+6.7)
rp = 2 mm 82.53 (+1) 387.1 (+3.5) 859.2 (+3.8)
rp = 7 mm 398 (-9.2) 1932 (-3.9) 4279 (-3.7)
(d) Saha EOS, difference compared to ideal case in % (ne∞ = 2× 1014)
Te∞ = 2 Te∞ = 5 Te∞ = 8
rp = 1 mm 41.52 190.2 419.6
rp = 2 mm 103.7 475.2 1050
rp = 7 mm 553.2 2536 5610
(e) Ideal EOS (ne∞ = 4× 1014)
Te∞ = 2 Te∞ = 5 Te∞ = 8
rp = 1 mm 42.52 (+2.4) 202.2 (+6.3) 455.8 (+8.6)
rp = 2 mm 101.9 (+1.7) 490.0 (+3.1) 1113 (+6.0)
rp = 7 mm 461.7 (-16.5) 2277 (-10.2) 5267 (-6.1)
(f) Saha EOS, difference compared to ideal case in % (ne∞ = 4× 1014)
TABLE VII: Comparison of ablation rates (in g/s) under the ideal and ionized gas model for background plasma densities ne∞ = 1014 and
ne∞ = 2× 1014 1/cc. The ionized gas model based on the solution of the Saha system reduces the ablation rate only for bigger
pellets at more extreme regimes (Te∞ > 2keV, ne∞ > 1014 1/cc and rp > 2 mm) whereas it slightly increases the ablation rate at
lower temperature and plasma densities.
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(a) ne∞ = 1014 1/cc
(b) ne∞ = 4× 1014 1/cc
FIG. 4: Flow field states for ideal (solid line) and ionized gas (dashed line) for rp = 1 mm, varying Te∞ = 2 keV (blue), Te∞ = 8 keV (orange)
and ne∞ = 1014 (4a), ne∞ = 4× 1014 (4b).
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(a) ne∞ = 1014 1/cc
(b) ne∞ = 4× 1014 1/cc
FIG. 5: Flow field states for ideal (solid line) and ionized gas (dashed line) for rp = 7 mm, varying Te∞ = 2 keV (blue), Te∞ = 8 keV (orange)
and ne∞ = 1014 (5a), ne∞ = 4× 1014 (5b).
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(a) Ideal neon gas: r∗ = 5.9565 mm, T∗ = 6.228 eV, P∗ = 6.09 bars
(b) Ionized neon gas: r∗ = 3.254 mm, T∗ = 1.349 eV, P∗ = 10.93
bars
FIG. 6: Normalized profiles for ideal (6a) and ionized (6b) neon gas
with: rp = 2 mm, ne∞ = 1014, neff = 1.205× 1013,
Te∞ = 2 keV.
FIG. 7: Normalized profiles for ionized neon gas: r∗ = 3.03 mm,
T∗ = 1.566 eV, P∗ = 21.97 bars. The plasma paramaters
are rp = 2 mm, ne∞ = 4× 1014, Te∞ = 2 keV.
stream as Te∞ increases since the corresponding ioniza-
tion level is also reached further downstream. In the
region r < rshock, the flow exhibits the same behavior
as in figure 4b. For a small radius pellet, the reduction
in velocity is not sufficient to overcome the increase in
density and to lower the ablation rate.
We now turn our attention to the influence of atomic
processes on the ablation rate of a molecular deuterium
pellet: D2, Z = 1, γ = 7/5. For cryogenic D2 pellets,
Ishizaki et al. in [9] found that inclusion of atomic pro-
cesses lowered the ablation rate by a few percents. This
calculation was confirmed in [10]. We performed simi-
lar simulations to verify the implementation of our pellet
code against those results. The numerical EOS for par-
tially dissociated and ionized deuterium plasmoid imple-
mented in the pellet code is similar to that of neon. The
only differences stem from the multiple ionized states of
neon (Z=10) compared to deuterium (Z=1) and the dis-
sociation events to which are subjected D2 molecules.
The thermodynamic quantities of interest, pressure and
energy, are derived in [9]. Similarly to the neon case, log-
arithmic tables for the dissociation and ionization frac-
tions were created over a relevant range in several sets of
thermodynamic quantities. These tables were accessed
and interpolated during the runs eschewing the need to
solve two non-linear LTE Saha equations at each location
and for each time step.
At this point, we caution the reader that the electronic
heat flux used in these works were slightly different than
what has been described in section II C. Our numerical
experiments for this verification was performed using the
kinetic model developped in [9] and the same parameters:
rp = 2 mm, ne∞ = 10
14 cm−3 (no electrostatic shielding),
Te∞ = 2 keV. For an ideal D2 ablation cloud Ishizaki et
al. reported G = 113 g/s and Samulyak et al. reported
G = 112 g/s. For this case we found G = 116.8 g/s.
The atomic processes for molecular D2 include dissoci-
ation of the molecules into atoms upon absorption of the
dissociation energy d = 4.48 eV. These deuterium atoms
can then be ionized (with ionization energy i = 13.6
eV). The resulting cloud consists of partially dissociated
D2 molecules and partially ionized D atoms. The disso-
ciation fraction and ionization fraction are found locally
from the solution of two Saha equations in complete anal-
ogy with the system of Saha equations for multiply ion-
ized states in the case of neon. When both dissociation
and ionization are accounted for, Ishizaki et al. reported
a reduction in the ablation rate, G = 106 g/s. Simi-
larly Samulyak et al. found G = 106.5 g/s. We report
G = 109.2 g/s, which is a reduction of ∼ 6.5%, in agree-
ment with Ishizaki and Samulyak (6% and 6.5% respec-
tively). An interesting result that emerged from this set
of verifications, and which has been theorized by Felber et
al. in [36], was that dissociation was the only contribut-
ing factor to the reduction of the ablation rate. Indeed,
in simulations ignoring ionization of dissociated D atoms
and only allowing dissociation of D2 molecules in the
cloud, we observed a slightly steeper reduction in the ab-
lation rate, G = 106.7 g/s, confirming the trend observed
in tables VIIb, VIId, VIIf for neon that ionization tend
to increase the ablation rate for small pellets. Because
the ionization potential of D is almost three times the
dissociation energy for D2 the dense gas layer shielding
the pellet and controlling the ablation rate is essentially
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completely dissociated before any ionization effects come
into play. A sufficient portion of the incoming electron
energy is absorbed and used for dissociation in this layer,
which in turn reduces the available energy for vaporiza-
tion.
This observation can be compared to simulations car-
ried out with the 2019 updated kinetic model of Parks for
the heat flux. Using the same plasma and pellet param-
eters as before, the ideal D2 cloud mass flow is G = 61.3
g/s, the mass flow when only dissociation is allowed is
G = 60.7 g/s and when dissociation and ionization are al-
lowed G = 61.2 g/s. Here the effects of atomic processes
are negligible compared to the ideal case. As shown in
figure 9 the region where most of the dissociation energy
is absorbed is much wider and further from the pellet
with the updated heat flux model than with the heat
flux model used in [9].
FIG. 8: Dissociation and ionization fraction in a D2 ablation cloud
when the 2004 kinetic heat flux model is employed with
parameters: rp = 2 mm, ne∞ = 10
14 cm−3, Te∞ = 2 keV.
The dissociation and ionization fractions grow to 100%
within a few pellet radii.
FIG. 9: Comparison of dissociation fraction using the 2004 and 2019
heat flux models for canonical plasma parameter and D2
pellet with rp = 2 mm.
We close this section with an analysis of dimensionless
profiles for neon pellets when ionization in the cloud is
permitted. The flow is subsonic near the pellet, the heat
flux from the plasma electrons accelerates the flow, at
the sonic point the expanding cloud balances the effect of
heating and the flow becomes supersonic. When ioniza-
tion is permitted, a fraction of the energy of the incoming
electrons is used for ionization rather than for thermal
and kinetic energy. The presence of energy sinks in the
cloud due to ionization losses reduces the temperature
and decelerates the flow (figure 6b). If enough energy
is lost for the ionization of neon atoms, the flow veloc-
ity drops to subsonic values (figure 7). The formation
of a shock wave constrasts with the smooth flow profiles
obtained when using an ideal gas EOS with continuous
heating (figure 6a). Behind the shock, the pressure and
temperature jump and the flow is re-accelerated. When
the plasma number density ne∞ is increased, more en-
ergy is deposited in the cloud, the degree of ionization
corresponding to sufficient energy loss for shock forma-
tion are reached earlier (see figures 3, 7) and the first
shock front sits closer to the pellet surface. This has
also been observed for hydrogen pellets [9, 10]. High-Z
pellets however, allow for the possibility of multiply ion-
ized states, which introduce multiple energy sinks and
results in multiple shock fronts in the flow. In figure 7),
a second shock further downstream is observed. This sec-
ondary shock is located two Mach radius away from the
first shock. Atomic processes introduce marked effects
on the flow dynamic, which follow the same trend for a
wide range of pellet and plasma parameters. This can be
contrasted with the influence of atomic processes on the
ablation rate, which trend does depend on the pellet size
and the plasma parameters (see tables VIIb, VIId, VIIf).
2. Axisymmetric approximation
We now turn our attention to the 2D cylindrical ax-
isymmetric model for the ablation of a single pellet. In
what follows, we probe the effect of anisotropic heating
on the cloud dynamic and the ablation rate. To allow
comparison with the spherically symmetric case, we per-
formed simulations with and without ionization in the
cloud. The canonical parameters we used for the re-
maining of this work are: rp = 2mm, Te∞ = 2 keV and
ne∞ = 1014 =⇒ neff = 1.205 × 1013 1/cc. The action
of the J × B force on the ablatant cloud is not included
in this section but will be investigated next, in Section
IV B. For now, the only effect of the magnetic field is to
direct the hot electrons along the z-axis. We remind the
reader that we consider a rigid pellet, the interior fluid
states inside the pellet are constant with zero velocity,
and only the surface states are updated according to the
surface ablation model. The states distribution in the
2D region are plotted at steady state in figures 10 and
11. To compare the properties of the flow in the longi-
tudinal and radial direction, the corresponding profiles
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are plotted in figures 12. The dark curve near the origin
in the figures below is the pellet surface. It should also
be noted that in the absence of the Lorentz force to con-
strain the cloud along the field lines, the cloud/plasma
interface is free to expand unrestrained and eventually
exits the compuational domain, which is why it is not
visible anymore in figures 10 and 11.
(a) Density (g/cc)
(b) Pressure (bar)
(c) Temperature (eV)
FIG. 10: States distribution for an ideal neon ablatant with
parameters Te∞ = 2 keV, ne∞ = 1014, rp = 2 mm in
axisymmetric approximation.
a. Hydrodynamic ideal model
The 2D states distribution of the hydrodynamic ideal
model (neither MHD nor ionization is included) are pre-
sented in 10 and the radial and longitudinal profiles are
plotted in 12. In this case, even if B=0, the expansion is
essentially two dimensional due to the longitudinal direc-
tion being the imposed streaming direction of the plasma
electrons. However, it was shown in [20] that the paral-
lel heat flux is approximately independent of the polar
angle resuting in the flow quantities being approximately
spherically symmetric.
The steady state is reached after approximately 30 µs
and we record an ablation rate of 45.8 g/s. This cor-
responds to a ∼ 29.0% decrease in the ablation rate
compared to the 1D spherical symmetry with identical
(a) Density (g/cc)
(b) Pressure (bar)
(c) Temperature (eV)
FIG. 11: States distribution for an ionized neon gas ablatant with
parameters Te∞ = 2 keV, ne∞ = 1014, rp = 2 mm in
axisymmetric approximation.
plasma parameters (see table VII). At steady-state, the
shape of the cloud is close to spherical but stretches out
in the longitudinal direction. Similar to the 1D case
in figure 6a, the flow smoothly transitions from sub-
sonic to supersonic across an ellipse-shaped sonic surface
with the major axis r∗r = 7.3 mm and the minor axis
r∗z = 5.35 mm. Figure 12 shows that the density distri-
bution is isotropic over the pellet surface before falling
more quickly in the radial direction. The pressure dis-
tribution is not uniform over the pellet surface and it is
larger at the poles (∼ 40 bars) compared to the equator
(∼ 20 bars).
The pressure falls sharply within a small region along
the z-axis to reach values similar to that at the pole;
the pressure distribution then becomes nearly isotropic
in the rest of the cloud 10b. The surface pressure dif-
ferential was also observed in [9] where they reasonned
that the build up of ablated material at the poles, where
the heat flux is fully absorbed by the pellet as opposed
to the equatorial points where incoming electrons stream
by unimpeded by the pellet, was responsible for the non-
uniform pressure distribution. The temperature along
the z-axis is ∼ 34% less everywhere than along the ra-
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FIG. 12: Longitudinal (solid) and radial (dashed) flow variables profiles along the r=0 plane and z=0 plane respectively, for an ideal and
ionizaed cloud.
dial direction. As explained in [10] this is due to pellet
shadow. The region r ≤ rp is heated by incoming elec-
trons streaming along the positive z-axis only: electrons
streaming from the opposite direction are completely ab-
sorbed by the pellet when they reached the surface and
do not participate in the heating of the region behind the
pellet. In the rest of the domain, where r ≥ rp, the cloud
is heated from electrons streaming in both directions.
b. Hydrodynamic model with atomic processes
The hydrodynamic ideal model did not allow ioniza-
tion in the cloud. We now report simulation results where
ionization of the neon gas is enabled by shifting to the
EOS model describe in Section II B 2. The steady-state is
reached in 50µs, and the corresponding state distribution
are plotted in figure 11. For this case, and in the absence
of MHD forces, we record an ablation rate of G ∼ 47.2
g/s corresponding to a 28% reduction compared to the
1D model in table VIIb. This is consistent with the ef-
fect of anisotropic heating on the ablation rate in the
ideal case described in the previous paragrah. Ionization
increases the ablation rate by 3% compared to the 2D hy-
drodynamic ideal model, twice as much as the increase in
the 1D spherically symmetric approximation (table VII).
The shape of the cloud remains almost spherical with the
contour lines of state variables being nearly spherical.
The flow experiences distinct shocks and five transonic
regions. The sonic surfaces are ellipsoidal except for the
first one, closest to the pellet, which is practically spher-
ical. The density (figure 12) is uniform over the pellet
and follows the ideal gas density distribution. The sur-
face pressure continues to exhibit a differential over the
pellet with values slightly inferior to the ideal gas. The
temperature is about seven times lower in this case com-
pared to the ideal case, and the radial and longitudinal
temperature profiles reveals that although it is present,
the effect of the pellet shadow due to anisotropic heating
is greatly reduced. The lower temperature of the cloud is
due to energy sinks introduced by the multple ionization
events and radiation cooling, both of which are absent in
the ideal case.
B. Ablation studies with axisymmetric MHD
model
In this Section, we study the influence of the J × B
force on the pellet ablation flow. The cloud becomes ion-
ized and conductive, the Lorentz force drives the ablation
cloud along the direction of the magnetic field creating
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an ablation channel parallel to the z-axis. As is the case
for hydrogenic pellets, we expect this phenomenon to be
dependent on the plasma parameters, magnetic field and
pellet radius. In [10] it was found that for deuterium pel-
lets the warm up time, i.e a simulation parameter used to
mimic the ramping up of the magnetic field and incoming
electron heat flux as seen by the traveling pellet, to be a
sensitive parameter in the formation of the ablation chan-
nel. We conducted a series of numerical experiments to
assess the sensitivity of the neon cloud evolution to this
parameter. The values that we sampled for the warm up
time ranged from a few microseconds to several hundred
microseconds, however we found the ablation channel and
steady-state ablation rate to be independent from this
parameter. To reduce the simulation time, we use 10 µs
warm-up time. We impose an effective shielding length
of 15 cm; past that mark the electron heat flux is cut off
and the fluid is allowed to escape the computational do-
main via an outflow boundary condition. This effective
shielding length is necessary for establishing a non trivial
steady-state solution to eq.1 as is explained below.
Making use of the approximation that the inertial
terms in the radial force balance are negligibly small in
the ablation channel part of the flow field where the mag-
netic field inhibits radial expansion, the continuity and
momentum equations in eq.1 can be reduced to a sin-
gle convective-diffusion equation. Solving this equation
shows that steady-state is not possible due to the fact
that the longitudinal integrated density along the sym-
metry axis passing through the pellet, or optical depth
τaxis =
z1∫
∞
ρaxisdz, would be infinite if the flow field were to
reach steady state. Consequently, the incident plasma elec-
trons would be completely shielded and the pellet would cease
to ablate, contradicting steady-state premise. Thus the upper
limit on the opacity integral should be finite. However, a finite
opacity (cloud length) is only possible if we invoke 3D effects
such as polarization drift of the ablation cloud caused either
by the pellet motion itself or the grad-B drift drive. These
effects that shift the elongated ablation channel off the pellet
axis and lead to an effective cloud length will be investigated
in the future using full 3D simulations.
We present results for the B field strength of 2, 4, 6 and 9
Tesla and fixed canonical plasma parameters: Te∞ = 2 keV,
ne∞ = 1014 =⇒ neff = 1.205 × 1013 1/cc and rp = 2 mm.
The formation of an ablation channel is the main difference
compared to the nearly spherical expansion of cloud in the
hydrodynamic case. The flow starts out nearly spherical and
remain quasi-spherical close to the pellet throughout the com-
putation. As the ablated material flows downstream (a few
pellet radii) it quickly evolves into a cylindric channel sym-
metric with respect to the longitudinal axis. This is due to
the combined effect of the streaming hot electrons ionizing the
ablation cloud and the magnetic field lines redirecting the flow
in the direction of B along the z-axis. The flow redirection is
observed on the velocity vector field in figure 15d, 16d,17d,18d
for increasing B field values.
FIG. 13: Channel formation
2T 4T 6T 9T
2.59 cm 1.75 cm 1.07 cm 1.02 cm
TABLE VIII: Channel width (cm) for different field strengths.
The establishment of the ablation channel for a neon pellet
during the first 20µs is shown in figure 13 for B = 2 T and
B = 6 T. The cloud starts loosing its spherical shape in the
first 5µs and begins to reorient itself along the magnetic field
lines. Near the pellet, the neutral cloud flow remains spher-
ical. In table VIII, we record the channel width for varying
field strengths. The channeling of the flow is sensitive to the
strength of the magnetic field as can be seen in figure 14. At
low field strengths, the channel narrows rapidly as the field is
increased and undergoes a contraction of 32% when the mag-
netic field increases from 2T to 4T. The contraction levels off
at higher field strengths, the channel width is decreased by
∼ 4.5% when the magnetic field changes from 6T to 9T.
The 2D distributions of flow field variables, plotted in in
figures 15, 16,17, 18, show the structure of the ablation flow.
The explicit tracking of the cloud boundary (represented by
the white, almost straight, line in the 2D plots) was found
to be necessary to unequivocally determine the location of
the ablated material, and, as result, to evaluate the channel
width. In accordance with the treatment of the interface as
a propagating contact discontinuity, the pressure across the
boundary is continuous, while the density, temperature and
radial velocity are discontinuous.
Radial (dashed) and longitudinal (solid) profiles of the ab-
lation flows are presented in figure 19a. The sudden drop in
the radial density profiles indicates the edge of the channel.
Very close to the pellet, as remarked above, the flow variables
are similarly distributed in both directions. The density and
pressure fall rapidly in the radial direction while the tempera-
ture increases. For any value of B, the pressure falls smoothly
to that of the background plasma Pedge = P∞ = 0.64 bars
with a steeper descent gradient at higher field strengths. The
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FIG. 14: Ablation channel width as a function of B for Ne (red) and
D2 (green) pellets computed from the FronTier-Lite pellet
code.
longitudinial pressure tend to an almost constant value in the
ablation channel (with a very weak wariation) as the mag-
netic field increases. The B = 2 T case shows a negative
pressure gradient from the pellet surface extending to 4 cm
and stabilizing at the (almost) constant pressure 1.35 bars.
Pressure gradients inside the channel tend to vanish as the
field strength is increased. When B = 9 T, we can see that
the pressure is constant at 2.25 bars in the region extending
from the pellet surface to 4 cm. A weak pressure gradient
then brings the pressure at 2 bars and then very slowly ta-
pers off. Similar effects of the B field are observed on the
longitudinal density profiles. For B = 2 T, the mass density
rapidly decreases from the pellet surface until 4 cm and re-
mains almost constant at 1.45 × 10−6 g/cm−3 = 4.32 × 1016
cm−3 until the end of the channel. The B = 9 T simulation
shows that after a strong negative gradient at the surface,
the density is almost constant from 1 cm to 4 cm with value
ρ = 2.4× 10−5 g/cm−3 (nt = 7.16× 1017 cm−3). After a rar-
efaction region between 4 and 6 cm the density seems to be
stabilizing around 105 g/cm−3 = 3×1017 cm−3. The pressure
and density are also uniformly higher as the ablation channel
contracts more and more under the effects of increasing MHD
forces. The Mach number and the temperature display non
linear behaviors, which are caused by ionization events start-
ing a few millimeters away from the pellet, which reduce the
kinetic energy of the flow. The Lorentz force squizes the ab-
lation channel forcing a denser flow with higher sound speed
and lower Mach number, as can be seen in the figure 19a.
The flow always remain subsonic preventing the formation of
shocks, as opposed to the 1D spherically symmetric model
or the hydrodynamic Saha model. It can also be seen that
the radial Mach number is consistently at most half the value
of the longitudinal Mach number. We observe the stagna-
tion point in the transverse direction on the z=0 midplane
which coincides with the ablation channel radius and where
the velocity V = 0. This is in agreement with [10, 37]. The
temperature increases in both directions and just like in the
hydrodynamic case, the pellet casts a shadow reducing the
heat deposition behind it. This difference between transverse
(a) Density (g/cc)
(b) Pressure (b)
(c) Temperature (eV)
(d) Velocity field (cm/ms)
FIG. 15: States distribution for an ionized neon gas ablatant with
parameters Te∞ = 2 keV, ne∞ = 1014, rp = 2 mm, B = 2T
in axisymmetric approximation.
and longitudinal temperature becomes more pronounced as
the field strength is increased.
The radial and longitudinal profiles for ablating D2 pellets
are shown in figure 19b . These plots confirm the observations
made for a neon pellet concerning the response of the ablated
flow to the action of the J×B force. The flow density expe-
riences a strong gradient at the pellet surface until r = 1 cm
and then continues to decrease slowly in the channel. This is
to be contrasted with the density profiles for Ne, which un-
dergo regions of constant density (from ∼ 1cm to 4 cm) and
again from ∼ 5 cm until the exit. The channel is more narrow
for D2 and the radial density falls off rapidly. The mean den-
sities for both materials have also comparable values. This is
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(a) Density (g/cc)
(b) Pressure (b)
(c) Temperature (eV)
(d) Velocity field (cm/ms)
FIG. 16: States distribution for an ionized neon gas ablatant with
parameters Te∞ = 2 keV, ne∞ = 1014, rp = 2 mm, B = 4T
in axisymmetric approximation.
not the case for the pressure distribution, which has higher
values for D2 pellets. For B = 2 T, the mean pressure in the
channel is ∼ 1.5 bar for Ne and ∼ 7.5 bar for D2, and for
B = 6 T, ∼ 1.85 bar and ∼ 11 bar for Ne and D2, respec-
tively. The slow and constant decay of the density in the field
direction is accompanied by a similar decline in the pressure
profile. Finally, we note that the cloud keeps its pressure in
the radial direction; it is only near the cloud edge that the
pressure plunges to the background plasma pressure P∞. This
effect is more pronounced as the field increases. The D2 pellet
cloud is also hotter than the corresponding neon cloud. Main
differences between neon and D2 pellet clouds are explained
by the absence of volume radiation in deuterium, as well as
(a) Density (g/cc)
(b) Pressure (b)
(c) Temperature (eV)
(d) Velocity field (cm/ms)
FIG. 17: States distribution for an ionized neon gas ablatant with
parameters Te∞ = 2 keV, ne∞ = 1014, rp = 2 mm, B = 6T
in axisymmetric approximation.
by the multiple ionization potentials of neon. The high tem-
peratures in the channel for D2 pellets also leads to heighten
sensitivity to small numerical errors not seen for Ne pellets
(figure 20, 14).
Finally, we summarize our studies of the reduction of neon
and deuterium pellet ablation rates in magnetic fields in ta-
bles IX,X and in figure 20. FronTier results are compared
with fully three-dimensional simulations performed with the
Lagrangian particle pellet / SPI code [38]. For the code com-
parison purpose, the grad-B drift model in the Lagrangian
particle code was turned off and the same fixed shielding
length of the ablation cloud was imposed. Both codes are
in good agreement for both pellet materials over the mag-
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(a) Density (g/cc)
(b) Pressure (b)
(c) Temperature (eV)
(d) Velocity field (cm/ms)
FIG. 18: States distribution for an ionized neon gas ablatant with
parameters Te∞ = 2 keV, ne∞ = 1014, rp = 2 mm, B = 9T
in axisymmetric approximation.
netic field range from zero to 2 T. Simulation results of both
codes are shown with discrete points, and the continuous line
was obtained by an optimal polynomial fit to the numerical
data. Both codes predict strong reduction of the ablation rate
in magnetic fields of increasing strength, caused by increased
densities in narrower ablation channels, increasing the pellet
shielding, and lower ablation flow velocities. The reduction
rate is the most significant at low values of the magnetic field.
B (T) GFronTier
(g/s)
GLP (g/s)
2 24.8 23.3
4 13.5 13.1
6 9.68 10.4
TABLE IX: Ablation rates (in g/s) comparison for a Ne pellet at
different B field values using FT and LP based pellet
codes (LP data courtesy of R. Samulyak, S. Yuan and
N. Naithlo [38]).
B (T) GFronTier
(g/s)
GLP (g/s)
1.6 32.8 32.6
2 27.4 30.7
4 20.5 19.5
6 17 17.2
TABLE X: Ablation rates (in g/s) comparison for a D2 pellet at
different B field values using FT and LP based pellet
codes (LP data courtesy of R. Samulyak, S. Yuan and N.
Naithlo [38]).
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, near-field physics processes relevant to the
pellet ablation problem in the context of plasma disruptions
mitigation and refueling have been studied numerically us-
ing the pellet model based on the FronTier code. The pellet
model resolves the pellet surface ablation, the formation of
a dense ablated cloud, the anisotropic heating from deposi-
tion of hot plasma electrons along magnetic field lines, the
ionization of the cloud and redirection of the flow under the
effects of MHD forces. Owing to the plasma and pellet pa-
rameters considered in this work, we developed a numerical
model where MHD effects near the pellet are resolved in the
low magnetic Reynold’s number approximation (Rm  1)
and where conditions away from the pellet support the low
magnetic β = 2 µ0 P/B
2 assumption. The kinetic heat flux
model of Parks, updated for neon and deuterium, was imple-
mented as well as a recent conductivity model for the partially
ionized ablation cloud of a noble impurity pellet.
A tabulated LTE equation of state based on solutions of
the Saha system for ionization fractions has been used for
partially ionized neon and deuterium. To account for devia-
tions from the ideal gas law in high-density, low-temperature
ablated material near the pellet surface, a numerical EOS
model based on Redlich-Kwong equations has been imple-
mented. For the pellet sizes and plasma parameters consid-
ered here the Redlich-Kwong EOS had negligible effect on the
ablation rate but we expect deviation from the ideal case to
be important at high temperatures and densities of the back-
ground plasma and and small neon pellets where high surface
pressure would develop.
Our pellet code is a client of the FronTier-Lite applica-
tion programming interface, which refactors the front track-
ing libraries of the FronTier package. The resulting code is
a lightweight computational software for MHD of free surface
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(a) Ne.
(b) D2.
FIG. 19: Longitudinal (solid) and radial (dashed) flow variables profiles along the r=0 plane and z=0 plane respectively, for a neon 19a and
molecular deuterium 19b pellet and varying field values.
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FIG. 20: Ablation rate as a function of B for Ne (red) and D2
(green) pellets computed from the FronTier-Lite and LP
pellet codes (LP data courtesy of R. Samulyak, S. Yuan
and N. Naithlo [38]).
flows in the low magnetic Reynolds number approximation
with interface tracking capability and ablating pellet physics
specific routines. In particular, the code is able to resolve
the pellet/cloud interface but also the cloud/plasma interface
propagating them as contact discontinuities.
In the spherically symmetric approximation for neon pel-
lets, the code has been validated against the improved NGS
model which uses a kinetic solution of the electron distribu-
tion function to obtain the heat flux moment for incident
Maxwellian electrons and for all light element pellets.in the
spherically symmetric approximation in the case of neon. Fur-
thermore, results obtained in [9, 10] for deuterium pellets have
been confirmed. Additional investigations on the influence of
atomic processes have also been conducted and found that
the reduction of ablation rates for neon pellets was significant
only for larger pellets. Cross-validation of the two dimen-
sional axisymmetric version of the code has been performed
against the full 3D Lagrangian particle pellet code and satis-
fying agreement was obtained over a range of increasing mag-
netic field strength. Finally, simulation results using the two
dimensional axisymmetric approximations have quantified the
influence of MHD forces on the cloud evolution and predicted
a strong reduction of steady state ablation rates in magnetic
fields of increasing strength, suggesting longer pellet lifetime
at higher field strength.
Future work will focus on the study of additional physi-
cal phenomena (grad B drift, E ×B rotation) in full 3D nu-
merical models, the refinement of the EOS models to enable
simulations of neon-deuterium mixtures, development and im-
plementation of models for the heating of pellets by runaway
electrons, and the resolution of multiple pellet fragments for
the disruption mitigation system by shattered pellet injection
(SPI).
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